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autoguider calculator v4 00 ccdware - autoguider calculator instructions autoguider image scale it is important that your
image scale is very accurate the best way to determine your image scale is to take an image with the autoguider un binned
and do a plate solve to resolve the actual image scale, instructions and tips for using the st 4 autoguider - instructions
and tips for using the st 4 autoguider by james j janusz st 4 front panel introduction anyone who has learned to effectively
use the st 4 as an autoguider would agree that the documentation provided leaves much to be desired, lacerta mgen
autoguider v1 versus v2 dslr digital - lacerta mgen autoguider v1 versus v2 posted in dslr digital camera astro imaging
processing given that the lacerta mgen autoguider is version 2 mgen v2 or mgen ii i assume there was a version 1 how did it
differ from the current version if i saw a used one would it be worth buying or dont bother yes i know i could use a laptop phd
and a small ccd but im not asking about how that, pixel resolution and field of view calculator starizona - select a ccd
camera and telescope from the menus below the pixel resolution and field of view will be displayed below you may also
change the binning to see the effect this has on pixel resolution, autoguiding old celestron classic telescopes cloudy autoguiding old celestron posted in classic telescopes i have a 1985 era black tubed celestron 8 sct i have done very
amateur level wet film astrophotography but would now like to try a ccd imager i would like to get an autoguiding system
does anyone know if i can do that my scope has as i recall an old byers drive i also have a joystick hooked up to an old
orion controller with, eqmod eqmod welsh dragon computing - this wiki is setup to document the features and use of the
eqmod driver it may also document other related topics this documentation is created in a collaborative approach so your
feedback and input is essential, telescope mountings from ian king imaging - the eq 5 is well known as a decent budget
mount with surprisingly good stability and tracking for a small mounting it is now available with the skywatcher skyscan goto
controller and stepper motors to provide full goto performance and an autoguiding port, ccd calculators tutorial categories
starizona - pixel resolution and field of view calculator knowing the field of view of a ccd camera on a certain telescope is
critical when selecting targets for imaging, telescope mountings from ian king imaging - the sky watcher eqm 35 pro
synscan modular equatorial mount offers the versatility of two mounts in one a normal go to equatorial mount and a
lightweight photo imaging mount which is convenient for travelling, 80 mm guidescope package celestron telescopes complete package includes 125 mm rings and 80 mm guidescope compatible with celestron nexguide autoguider includes
extension tube to help reach focus without having to use a diagonal, celestron advanced vx 91519 instruction manual
pdf download - view and download celestron advanced vx 91519 instruction manual online advanced vx 91519 telescope
pdf manual download also for advanced vx 32054 advanced vx 12079 advanced vx 32062 advanced vx 12026 advanced vx
22020 advanced vx 12046 advanced vx 12067 advanced vx 12031, st 4 ascom pulse guiding and pec sourceforge - st 4
ascom pulse guiding and pec this document attempts to address some of the more commonly asked questions about
guiding and the use of pec in combination with guiding, vna products vixenamerica com - telescope ed 80sf ed 80sf apo
telescope brochure in printable format requires adobe acrobat reader ed 81s ed s apo telescope brochure in printable
format, advanced vx 6 refractor telescope celestron - sign up to receive sale alerts news about upcoming celestial events
and telescope tips from our experts, phd guiding stark labs - phd guiding phd guiding is designed to be push here dummy
simple yet provide powerful intelligent auto guiding of your telescope for both pcs and macs connect your mount your
camera select a star and start guiding that s it despite actually having a ph d i ve always had a tough time figuring out which
way north is in the guide frame whether an axis is mirrored and if so which, digital slr astrophotography between the first
and - the second decade of dslr astrophotography my personal approach a point of strategy mirrorless ilcs too more
sources of advanced dslr information the most important tips that aren t in my 2007 book image acquisition what are lights
darks flats flat darks and bias frames exposure times and iso settings how dslr spectral response compares with film this is
the decade of the equatorial mount, weasner s meade autostar information - weasner s mighty meade etx site welcome
to the autostar information page this page provides information from meade and users on the meade autostar audiostar
cables and the autostar updater software, ioptron smarteq pro with gps auto guider port polar - ioptron smarteq pro with
gps auto guider port polar scope 399 00, n a a s choosing a telescope guide stargazing - choosing a telescope if there
was one best telescope then everyone would own it and life would be boring fortunately there are many options and each
will be a compromise between price complexity size and quality, software for astrophotography catching the light software for astrophotography there are several different types of software that you may be interested in for
astrophotography dslr camera control, user manual stargps ca - stargps user manual adding gps to the meade etx lxd55

lxd75 lx90 and lx200 classic, observatory for a c14 get the credit you deserve no - introduction this page will document
the construction of my backyard observatory this is a project i had wanted to do since the summer of 1975 a variety of
factors mainly lack of cash and a suitable location caused the 30 year delay in starting this project, how to
astrophotography 101 popular photography - let s start with what we can do by ignoring the earth s rotation shooting
these kinds of photos only requires a camera capable of long exposures a b or bulb setting or exposure settings from 30
seconds to several hours, astrophotography and exposure clarkvision com - astrophotography and exposure what can
you image with various exposures by roger n clark people new to astrophotography often ask what exposure does one need
for astrophotography, andrews communications reflecting telescopes - there is simply no need to pay far far more
elsewhere around one thousand genuine sky watcher telescopes and accessories in stock australia s biggest telescope
discounter and stockist
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